TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS Wall Surface preparations
Wall Finishing
The finish of a wall prior to installation is crucial to achieve the best possible result when working with large wall murals and
wallpaper. As the self adhesive vinyl or the wallpaper only forms a thin layer over the surface, the quality of the finish is of utmost
importance. Any imperfections in the wall surface will NOT be hidden by the graphics.
Textured surfaces such as concrete, raw plaster, fibre cement and stippled painted surfaces are NOT suitable for application.

Painting
For the best possible finish we recommend a White all purpose Undercoat (eg solver line 4103 - all purpose undercoat) “followed by
a high gloss enamel” (eg: solver line 4159 - brite-glo enamel)
Timber or plywood: prime with solver line 4199 pink primer and undercoat with solver line 4103 all purpose undercoat. wallboard,
medium density fibre board: seal with solver line 4592 maxi prep acrylic undercoat sealer.
WWW.SOLVERPAINTS.COM.AU for more info.
Some paints contain chemicals designed to repel (such as silicon, Teflon etc.) which would make the surface unsuitable for
Self Adhesive Vinyl or Wallpaper. When possible, we recommend using primer and paint from the same manufacturer, since the
products are usually designed to work together. The goal is to achieve a good bond between the substrate, primer and paint.
A short nap (1/4 inch) or less paint roller is recommended as it generally creates a smooth surface.

Installation
Self Adhesive Vinyl and Wallpaper require a dust free environment to achieve a high quality finish and bond.
Dust particles will settle on the walls and graphics creating textures underneath the film and reducing adhesion.
The perimeters and edges of the wall may be double sided taped at installer’s discretion to ensure a good bond.
Please complete the section below & fax back to Vision Graphics on (02) 9439 7344

Client:
Contact name:	Contact phone:
Installation Date & Time:
Installation Location:
I Have read & understood the above recommendations for surface preparation
Surfaces have been prepared to the above recommendations & are ready for graphics application
Please ensure walls are cleaned and wiped down preferably with isopropyl alcohol or similar cleaning agent prior to installation.
Failure to adhere to the above requirements will release Vision Graphics from any liability. On that basis we may refuse to install
graphics at our discretion.
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